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Millington House Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 738 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
1.9in.Three novels in one collectors edition volume! Three of best selling author Deb Stovers most-
loved time travel romance novels are collected here for the first time in Times Embrace. These
classic romance stories are a tour de force adventure through love and history as only Deb Stover
can create. Bonus: an original short story sequel to fan favorite Another Dawn is included along
with all-new introductions telling the genesis of each story. The full length novels include: Almost An
Angel, A Moment In Time, and Another Dawn. Another Dawn - A Time-Travel Romance Adventure
Thrust into the past moments before his execution, Luke Nolan finds himself living a new life in the
19th century town of Redemption, Colorado. In love with a woman he dare not embrace, he runs
from a future he cannot reconcile. Will love betray his secrets Is there hope for the passion he feels
for Sofie Will she believe in his innocence As the clock ticks, Luke discovers they are not alone.
Haunted and hunted by the future, will their love survive to see Another Dawn Almost An Angel - A
Paranormal Time-Travel...
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Great eBook and useful one. it was actually writtern really completely and useful. You are going to like the way the article writer publish this publication.
-- Pr of . Er nestine Em a r d-- Pr of . Er nestine Em a r d

The publication is not di icult in study preferable to fully grasp. It really is rally intriguing throgh looking at period of time. I found out this pdf from my
dad and i advised this ebook to find out.
-- Fa biola  Hilper t-- Fa biola  Hilper t
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